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Cost effective, secure and reliable faxing 
made easier

TELUS Cloud Fax

For many businesses today, faxing still plays a vital role in everyday operations. 
With over 100 billion fax pages sent each year (and growing), it’s estimated that 
the fax market will increase to $2.8B in 2018.

Fortunately, faxing is evolving to be less cumbersome, and thanks to cloud-based 
faxing, organizations can now eliminate the lost productivity and heavy investment 
in traditional faxing equipment and supplies. A cloud-based fax solution requires 
literally no IT footprint and is superior to other faxing solutions including:

■ Traditional fax machines: costly to run, requiring IT and/or support staff to purchase and maintain equipment, 
dedicated phone lines and supplies (such paper and toner), not to mention the environmental impact of these 
consumables. Traditional fax machines also have a negative impact on productivity, with users spending valuable 
time encountering busy signals and paper jams, resending failed faxes and waiting to receive confi rmation of 
successful delivery.

■ Fax servers: often criticized for offering more capacity than required and thereby resulting in unnecessary costs. 
Fax servers can be expensive to manage and maintain, particularly as they age.

■ VoIP faxing: while VoIP offers many business benefi ts, it is a notoriously unreliable solution for faxing. 
Often organizations using VoIP will end up purchasing a dedicated fax line to alleviate the frustration of failed 
faxes, which can be an unnecessary additional expense.

Faxing can be as easy as emailing, on any device.
With TELUS Cloud Fax, you no longer need a printer, a fax machine or a phone line. Managed in a digital and 
paperless environment, faxes are transmitted by email for quick, reliable and private access. Fully compatible with 
all email platforms, you simply attach the document to an email, specify the recipients’ fax number and send. 
The recipient then receives the document as a fax. 

Receiving faxes is just as easy. Your TELUS Cloud Fax number works like a regular fax number. Your users receive 
their own dedicated local or toll-free fax number. All incoming faxes are received as PDF email attachments that 
can be opened from any computer or device (including tablets and mobile phones) via their email box.



TELUS Cloud Fax is a cost-effective solution for organizations of 
all sizes, regardless of faxing volumes. Whether you need a single 
fax number or hundreds, we offer the right solution to meet your 
business needs.

Connect with us today. Contact your TELUS Sales Executive, 
call 1-877-710-0404 or visit telus.com/cloudfax to learn more.
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TELUS Cloud Fax 
is brought to you in 
partnership with eFax 
Corporate®, a leader 
in cloud fax solutions. 

The solution: 

■ meets the data privacy and 
security regulations and 
requirements for Canadian 
healthcare, finance and 
insurance industries

■ hosts 22 million fax lines

■ processes millions of pages 
per day, every day, 365 
days of the year

■ supports the top half of the 
Fortune 500 organizations 
and offers award-winning 
7 x 24 x 365 customer 
service

Simple management, improved security.
TELUS Cloud Fax delivers unlimited fl exibility and scalability, allowing you to quickly 
adapt your service to meet your business needs; whether it’s adding or removing 
users or adjusting the number of pages that you can send/receive. TELUS Cloud Fax 
can help you:  

■ Reduce costs: easily deploy the service and have it work with your existing 
email network; the solution is available for a predictable monthly cost, requires no 
software or hardware expenditures and does not need a high level of in-house 
IT support

■ Enhance reliability: gain peace of mind from continuous service monitoring and 
24/7 support, paired with a 99.5% uptime objective; the inherent reliability helps 
ensure that your business is not hindered by busy signals and unreliable faxing

■ Produce high quality faxes: ensure faxed documents are of the same quality 
as the original with proprietary algorithms and print driver software

■ Provide convenient access: easily retrieve faxes when and where needed with 
optional archiving of sent and received faxes in the cloud

■ Increase privacy: view faxes privately on a mobile phone or computer rather than 
having them accessible to everyone on a shared fax machine in a common space

■ Protect data: safeguard private information through patented fi rewalls, n+1 
redundancy and security technologies along with encrypted delivery of faxes with 
complete audit trails

■ Meet compliance requirements: keep your data in Canada, and comply more 
easily with government and industry data privacy regulations, such as the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability (HIPAA) and the Personal Information 
Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA), with encrypted transmissions

Additionally TELUS Cloud Fax: 
■ Let’s you keep your current fax number; TELUS can port in most existing fax 

numbers thereby minimizing any disruption to your business as you transition to 
a more effective faxing solution. 

■ Can be used with existing Multi-Function Devices (MFD) or all-in-one faxing, 
copying, scanning and printing devices within your environment; however the 
need for an expensive dedicated fax line is removed.  

■ Helps mobile workers stay productive on the go with access to faxing from 
anywhere in the world (through an Internet connection or Wi-Fi Hot Spot), without 
incurring long distance or roaming charges 

■ Integrates with back office applications such as SAP, salesforce.com and more 
via a Fax API, further improving workfl ows and increasing the productivity of your 
employees and simplifying their daily work life. 


